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INTERPRETATIVE PRESENTATION VERSUS
IMPERSONATIVE PRESENTATION1

MAUD MAY BABCOCK
University of Utah

the reports of the Elocutionists' and Speech Arts asso-
ciations it would appear that the members of our profession

are divided as to when and where to impersonate and when and
where to interprets At one convention it took three days to force
a vote on a motion that the "Bugle Song" should be given sub-
jectively and not objectively, that is? interpreted and not imper-
sonated. Only a few members wished to place themselves on
record by their vote—some probably hesitating because it might
condemn their own practices, and others not voting because they
were unconvinced as to which was the proper method. So the
question seems, as yet, to be debatable.

What shall be understood as interpretative presentation?
What by impersonative presentation ? That we may discuss the
question intelligently, that there may be no misunderstandings
we may define interpretation as the presentation of any form of
literary material—lyric or dramatic^ humorous or burlesque, narra-
tive or allegorical—without the aid of dress? furniture^ stage settings^
or of literal characterizations in voice, action, or make-ups Such
presentation must be content with suggesting the real thing to the
imagination of the audience. Interpretation means translation—•
literary interpretation^ a translation from a dead printed form into
livings breathing experienceB I t is an appeal to the imagination.
Impersonation, on the other hand, is an attempt to give exacts
literal characterization in voice, action, and make-up, in realistic
surroundings of dress, furniture, and stage settings* It is the art
of embodying a creation by giving it flesh and blood, and thereby
making the figure to live which exists in imagination. According

1 Read at the convention of the National Association of Academic Teachers of
Public Speaking, Chicago, 1915.
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INTERPRETATIVE VS. IMPERSONATIVE PRESENTATION 19

to this differentiation, then, impersonative presentation will be
confined to the stage and the drama^ while interpretative pres-
entation will naturally and of necessity be limited to the platform
and deal with various forms of literature. The reader is always
himself while the actor is always someone else.

May we accept as a standard of adaptability to platform pres-
entation, the principle that only those means which will give
unity and harmony to the selection and which will help us to under-
stand the literature better shall be used; while, on the other hand,
all means which detract from the purpose of the author, or distract
the listener, or anything which is contrary to the purpose of inter-
pretation shall be discarded? Impersonative treatment violates
this standard, since it destroys the unity and harmony of a selec-
tion by detracting from the purpose of the author, and also since
it distracts the listener by directing his attention to the how rather
than the what of that which is being read, and further destroys the
purpose of interpretation by appealing to the visible rather than
the imaginative- Impersonation cannot, therefore, be considered
as helpful in interpretation, or even as harmless, but must be set
down as absolutely baneful to platform presentation, and hence
to be discarded.

Impersonation destroys the unity and harmony of reading,
since the mechanics of impersonation make it impossible to pass
quickly and unnoticeably enough from one character to another,
from the description to the characterization, or from character-
ization to description, without distracting the attention of the
audience and leaving the listener in doubt and uncertainty as to
the authors conception* On the stage each person assumes only
the task of representing one character, and all descriptions and
stage settings are made in such a semblance of reality that the
actor has no difficulty in making transitions.

Changes of dress and scene, even by "lightning-change artists,"
produce transformations which take time and cause the audience
to lose Interest in the theme and busy itself in the interval with the
changes of face, body, hair, or coat-collar. In the actor, Ms change
into only one character has been made before we see him; the
modus operand! does not disturb us, the mechanics have been
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so THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF PUBLIC SPEAKING

hidden behind "the scenes." The performer may have such con-
trol over his body that we may see Dr. Jekyll transformed into
Mr. Hyde before our eyes, but our eyes are so engrossed in the
means of change that the idea is likely to be lost. However, Mr*
Mansfield did it so easily that the mechanics were forgotten in the
great spiritual transformation—a great artistic achievement.

A young woman interested in elocution hied herself to the
cultured East to study the art. After two or more years she
appeared in our midst and gathered about her a group of students.
In a few months she presented her pupils in a recital in one of our
theaters in order to show her methods of teaching. The program,
lasted from 2:00 o'clock until after 6:3a—how long after I can?t
say, for only two-thirds of her program was finished when I had
to leave on account of another engagement. Each " piecen was
set with scenery, and stage properties, and the hours were con-
sumed in long waits for change of scenery, interspersed with some
elocution and posing. Imagine an entire stage-setting for Bret
Harte^s Entertaining Her Big Sister9s Beau! The audience was
bewildered to see a child talking to a man who made no reply, but
sat in dumb show, and the stilted, unnatural language of the poem
was made more evident by such realistic treatment. In another
selection the audience was mystified as to its meaning, since there
were two or more scenes in the story and only one was shown on
the stage. How could the poor people be expected to imagine
a change of scene, or that the young man went into a house and
upstairs, when they saw. before them only an our-door setting and
the young man talking to a chair ? Again, how could they know
when he knelt in the middle of the floor that he was no longer
talking to the supposed man in the chair, but to a corpse on the
floor ? • The story was lost and the audience bewildered by such
impersonative treatment The sense of the author was entirely
destroyed, the unity and harmony of the selection marred, Ky the
impersonation. Anything that distracts the reader and listener
away from the sense is "from our purpose."

It would be .hard to say just why leaders desire to exploit
themselves as impersonators or imitators of bells, bugles, birds,
or beasts, or accompany their work" witli music, or costume it,
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INTERPRETATIVE VS. IMPERSONATIVE PRESENTATION 21

unless it be to surprise the audience with the startling and extraor-
dinary, the unusual and marvelous. Since they cannot convey
the author's purpose so well, and since impersonation defeats the
end in literature, it must be for personal display. Real literature
will not lend itself to such imitative treatment, and there are few,
if any, opportunities in things of literary worth to exploit one's
ability as an entertainer. Such imitators entertain their audiences,
therefore, with anew pieces" and monologues, and avoid anything
of literary excellence. The foremost of such entertainers placed
only one piece of literature, Kipling's "If," on her program. Why
she chose this selection—a straight piece of difficult reading, one
long, involved, sustained sentence, just the kind of material such
an impersonator can never handle—is a question, unless she was
in ignorance of its difficulty.

From the reports of the Speech Arts conventions it appears
that some of our colleagues considered that it was more artistic
not to impersonate upon the platform, but thought it necessary
to do so as certain audiences liked impersonation better. How
can one tell, without trying both ways at the same time, which
an audience will enjoy more ? Shall the audience be the instructor
and tell us how best to proceed? Granted that the entertainer
may receive more personal adulation for his " exhibitions," we
may find it difficult to sacrifice the delicious praise of the public,
but the great artist always decides that the content is the only
thing worth while. Alfred Ayres, to whom we owe a debt of grati-
tude for planting our feet on an intellectual basis, said: " When you
read and your audience indicates that it's all right, nothing startling,
just as any one would say it, then you can set it down, and thank
God for it, that you are one in a million who could read it that
way." That is an ideal worth while adopting as our goal—if we
have the courage!

If we turn our attention to specific literary forms, we may be
able to get at this matter more concretely. In the lyric, for
example, the thought is set to a rhythm—a series of varying wave-
lengths—a rhythm always in accord with the sense of the selection,
as opposed to meter? which is often out of harmony with the idea.
The fitting of sound to sense in the lyric does not demand an
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22 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF PUBLIC SPEAKING

impersonation with the voice, not an imitation of the thing talked
about? but can be more clearly and more impressively portrayed
by tone-color, that subtle quality of voice which suggests the sense
subjectively- This does not mean imitation of bugles, bird notes?
bells, moaning, groaning, tremolos—all this rubbish which has
brought our profession into disrepute with - the thinking public*
Such reading only lumbers and hampers the sense, so that neither
reader nor listener is able to get it. One of our colleagues at a
convention argued: "These qualities, bugle notes, trills, and the
like have their place, but it is a secondary one, and they are not
the end." Where is the place for such vocal rubbish when it
beclouds and befogs the author's meaning, and the audience gets
nothing but vocal gymnastics?

So befogged was my mind with the imitation of the bugle
which I had been taught to imitate that it took me years to under-
stand that Tennyson's "Bugle Song" was not written as a selection
for vocal pyrotechnics, but that the author was singing of human
influence which "rolled from soul to soul." Not only is the mean-
ing obscured by the imitation, but a false impression is given.

Indirect discourse, particularly description, is most difficult
material to handle* To make it interesting and hold the attention,
many act out the thing described, instead of relating it as though
it were a very present drama—enacted not in the past but living
in the pictorial present. If the audience can see by your face that
the ideas are spontaneous, you will have rapt attention. If the
reader not only brings out the ideas with spontaneity, but also
attacks the page with a sympathetic interest, the audience cannot
but be swept along.

A question frequently arises in the mind of every earnest,
honest student, as to how far one may go toward impersonation in
an impassioned description or narration. So long as we remain the
spectator, allowing the emotion to affect us as such, and do not
become the participator, the illusion will be sustained. In other
words, if the scene is held as if enacted, but we do not become an
actor in the scene, we may allow our feelings and emotions full rein.

The indirect discourse found in the allegory needs to be
approached from a little different angle. Here the person, action,
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INTERPRETATIVE VS. IMPERSONATIVE PRESENTATION 23

or picture is seen, but seen as translated into spiritual truth, a
truth divined by the reader and caught by the audience through
awakened sympathetic understanding. Since the story is symbolic,
and has as its aim an awakening to higher moral purpose, the
spiritual reality must be impressed rather than the picturesque
outside. The allegory is always the illuminative method of reaching
a spiritual truth. The treatment should be therefore illuminative
and figurative, never realistic, and told through a symbolic color-
ing of the ideas.

A combination of indirect and direct presents to some a difficult
problem. Direct discourse looms up as the most important task,
and in going full length into it by impersonation, the indirect
material, very necessary to explain and clarify the direct, is swal-
lowed as a disagreeable yet indispensable medicine. So we have
elaborate impersonations, while descriptions and explanations
are delivered as if they were of no use but to be thrown on the
rubbish pile. The attention of the reader should be focussed on
the importance of indirect discourse and an effort should be made
to bring about a unity when these two forms of literature are com-
bined. These "betweens" should receive the same treatment as
that given to all descriptions and narrations. The pictures must
be seen and the scenes enacted in the imagination of the reader*
Stage directions, exits and entrances, should be treated as indirect
discourse and carefully held up with the dialogue. In the interpre-
tation of a drama many platform artists feel the necessity of walk-
ing across the stage to a supposed entrance, and then make an
entry as the character. This may much more easily be done and
with far less confusion and distraction to the listener by seeing the
entrance from the standpoint of the spectator. This will apply
to all stage directions, for they should be placed with great definite-
ness in the imagination of the audience, through a graphic, inter-
ested picturing by the reader.

Last year I attended the debut of a young reader in Romeo and
Juliet. She was attired in a flowing white robe and flowing light
wig—I suppose after the manner of Juliet. (Had she been a man
would she have been clad as Romeo?) At every exit, entrance,
or announcement of character, after the most florid personation,
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24 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF PUBLIC SPEAKING

she would drop to abject, apologetic commonplace. I t is vividly
before me how she agonized the death of Juliet and ended:

aYea? noise? Then I'll be brief. O! happy Dagger!
This Is thy sheath; there rest and let me die..

Falls on Romeo's body and dies/*

That anything may be endured in the name of elocution is the
only reason such burlesque will' be tolerated. Treatment such as
I have just illustrated may be permitted for burlesque, since its
purpose is to make ridiculous through exaggeration* But even
here the impersonation must go no farther than will allow transi-
tions to be made easily, and presented without dress, properties,
etCo It is a sad commentary on our methods that only a dis-
criminating few recognize a burlesque when it is read, while the
majority mistake it for serious elocutionary effort*

In direct discourse the spirit of the character should be given
by suggestive bodily and vocal expression, without any attempt
to represent the exact outward person. Stress how the person
feels rather than how he looks or sounds—be concerned with the
content of the character rather than the form. Go as far as the
illumination of character, which we are aiming at, enables you to
avoid explanation, but not far enough to dispel the illusion, nor
so far but that you may slip easily into another character or back
to the narrator In impersonation the object should be to project
the soul rather than the body. There can then be no discussion
as to men impersonating women or women impersonating men*
Men and women will be portrayed as human beings, not as beings
of higher or lower pitch, oratund or normal, with falsetto or guttural
qualities* If you are imbued with the atmosphere and purpose of
the play, have you any time to discriminate physically between
Macbeth and his wife—except in the most suggestive manner—•
when these two souls are in their death struggle to obtain the goal
before them ? Of necessity, if one feels the character,, the body,
face, and voice will take upon themselves a suggestiveness which
will reveal the person to the audience even more clearly at times
than a literal embodiment, since the appeal is to the imagination,
which can make perfect the suggestion.
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INTERPRETATIVE VS. IMPERSONATIVE PRESENTATION 25

In an Elocutionists5 and Speech Arts Convention, during a
discussion as to whether Laby Macbeth should use the letter in
the letter scene or not, one member said: " I would use the letter,
but not the dagger in the dagger scene [Why this inconsistency
the deponent sayeth not.] I t is perfectly justifiable for a woman
in impersonating Shylock to sharpen the knife on her shoe*"
[I suppose a man might be allowed the same privilege!] But under
no circumstances should one carry a candle in the sleep-walking
scene in Macbeth. I t might be allowed that one might carry a
rose, or a pansy, but not a pistol; a ring, note-paper, handkerchief,
fan, but not a dish, nor food."

Another member declared: " I may use a chair, I may change
my facial expression, I may roll my hair, but Lord forgive me for
kneeling, or wallowing on the floor, or kissing the hand of a lady
who is not there." Another abhors "women personating toothless
old men." What about men impersonating them ?

A popular reader was criticized because she knelt in rendering
the Bible story of Joseph. "She was with Joseph in the land of
Egypt," said the critic, "and the kneeling was such a shock that
it brought her back to Chautauqua." The readers defense for
kneeling was that her emotion had so overpowered her that she
was unconscious of it and that she might never be impelled to
kneel again. Are we to leave these matters to the whim of emotion
and occasion ?

So long as leading platform readers entertain their audiences
with such elevating, chanting impersonations, with a musical
accompaniment, as "There Is a Pain in My Sawdust," just so long
have we a mission to set ourselves determinedly to the eradication
of such performances. What recognition can we find among the
cultured and learned when such exhibitions are tolerated ? What
we need are prophets and reformers who will raise the standards
of entire communities by honest efforts at interpreting literature,
for the sake of the message, and not to exploit themselves. Such
effort will banish all the bow-wowers and sing-songers to the vaude-
ville—where they belong. So it behooves us to hold to our ideals,
know where we stand, what we purpose, and fight for the highest
and truest.
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